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The Joint Meeting of the Board o:: Governors of the International 
Monetary Fund and the World Bank, : cheduled for Washington from 
September 27 to September 30, 1983, prompts me to bring to your 
attention some subject areas which the AFL-C!O. and the International 
Confederation of Free Trade Unions, to which we are affilic.ted, fee-l should 
be addressed. 

Earlier this year, the AFL-CIO supportl!d the i11crease in the 
contributions to the General Agreemen: to Bc,rrow ancl to thr~ IMF's 
resources. However, we are convincec that beyond these emergency 
measures more thorough changes are needed in both policies and 
procedures to cope with the debt crisis and overcome the international 
monetary chaos. The forthcoming meetin ~ of the IMF and the World Bank 
should, in our view, give serious considera1ion to and initiatt~ such changes. 

The utmost importance of the con :fitions the IMF imposes on the 
countries which must seek its assistance 1as been highlighted by the debt 
crisis. If the debtor countries are indiscriminately obliged to reduce their 
imports, the industrial countries, from v. hich the finance for the rescue 
operations must ultimate!y com~ one way :>r the other, will lose the export 
markets. We consider that in each specific case the entire economy of the 
country in trouble and the policies of its ~overnment must be analyzed so 
as to enable the IMF to define such policy changes as cotJld help develop 
viable economic and social structures. n is requires in particular .a major 
shift of resources in the developing countries to the development of the 
countryside where the majority of the pecple live, to agriculture and such 
industries as can promote a sound expaa1s on of the domestic markets and 
improve the in~ome distribution. Admitt !dly, this requires a much more 
comprehen·sive analysis and involvement b' the IMF, and a greater reliance 
on the trial-and-error method, than the a:>parently prevaili.ng tendency to 
prescribe remedies for balance-of-payments and budgetary deficits. 
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We find it also necessary that the Federal Reserve Ban~ and the 
central banks of other countries resume their responsibil.lty for surveillance 
and control of international lending and cooperate among themselves and 
with the IMF to restore the IMF funct,.on in this area. Whatever the IMF 
conditions be, the whole concept of co1ditionality is in jeopardy as long as 
countries in need of loans can avoid th~~ IMF conditions by borrowing from 
commerical banks. These banks can lerd vast amounts without appropriate 
safeguards, on the assumption that they will be rescued in case of defaults. 

FinaUy, we are alarmed by the fact that the surveillance of exchange 
rates and of the conditions in the exchange markets by the IMF has lost aU 
practical significance. When investing in money becomes more profitable 
than investing money and a major manufacturer can make over 1/3 of its 
operating profit by a gain on foreign ctrrency exchange (as was the case of 
GM last year), and when currency warfare has been added to trade warfare 
as one of its strategic elements, the international m:>netary chaos has 
manifestly become one of the major factors threatening any sound 
economic recovery. We do recognize the intricacies of. the much needed 
effort to restore the IMF's role in this field while takin:~ into account the 
changes the world economy has und~rgone since the adoption of the 
floating exchange rates. 

We believe that initiatives are Io1g overdue to reform the structure 
of the international monetary system and to promote the growth and 
development of the world economy; the recommendations we have in mind follow: 

1) It should be recognized th<:1t the inter-relationships between 
balance-of-payments surpluses or deficits, budgetary policies, 
interest rates and exchange rates should be discussed among member 
governments for the sake of joint action rather than defined on the 
ground of mere theories. 

2) The member governments sho,J!d accept to dis•:uss with the IMF 
and within the IMF the aspects of their individual policy choices that 
have, or can have, an adverse impeoct on other countries. · 

3) While the IMF can impose strirgent conditions on countries whose 
balance-of-payments deficits oblige· them to seek its assistance, . 
there is no sanction with respect to countries which have persistent 
balance-of-payments surplus; this is certainly the time to start 
exploring the ways and means of removing this paralyzing asymmetry. 
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4) There should be an attempt to restrict increases in short-term 
rates and surcharges on money 1 :>aned to developing countries under 
IMF restructuring programs to tide them over their immediate 
critical difficulties. 

5) The AFL-CIO had already E·ndorsed an addition by the United 
States to the IMF quotas and GAB fund, provided that the IMF 
require private banks who have extended loans to share in the costs 
and burden of rescue efforts. · 

6) Future IMF loans should be structured to balance the internal 
economies of the less developed countries. If they are used to put aU 
of the emphasis on exports and to further polarize income 
distributions in these countries, their fragile political institutions 
will, in all likelihood, be unable to withstand the internal pressures 
generated by its victims; thereby threatening what there is of orderly 
democratic processes in these countries. On the other hand, 
programs to promote balanced economic growth would enhance debt 
repayment potential for a larger GNP. 

7) The IMF should serve as a clearing house so that central banks 
can coordinate their domestic interest rate poUcies and thereby 
enhance greater stability in exch<.nge rates that W1:>uld support stable 
growth in international trade. T:1e Federal Reserve Board and other 
central banks w~>Uld have to be encouraged to give serious 
consideration to the effect of domestic monetary policies upon 
exchange rate. 

We feel that these measures wou:d be a first step in the direction of 
attaining international economic sta-'ility and look forward to your 
reaction to these recommendations. 
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